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The Late Prehistoric Period in the Mackenzie Valley
DAVID A. MORRISON’
ABSTRACT. Artifacts from morethan 20 late prehistoric components in the Mackenzie
valley are described and compared
with those from contemto cover this material,which seems to exhibit at least
poraneous assemblages from neighbouring areas. MacNeish’s Spence River phase is expanded
A.D.700 to the time of European.contact. Certain
technologica1,similarities
some integrity and distinctiveness, and which appears to.date from about
are noted with the Klo-Kut and Aishihik phases to the West and the
late Taltheilei traditionto the East, but these similarities are difficult to synthesize
into any meaningful outline of Canadian Athapaskan prehistory.
Key words: archaeology. subarctic, Mackenzie valley, Spence River phase, Plains notched points
RÉSUMB. L’auteur ddcrit des artefacts provenant de plus de vingt composants de la p6riode prdhistotique sup6rieure
vakkde
du laMackenzie et les
compare h ceux des assemblages contemporains deskgions avoisinantes. La phase de la rivikre Spence de MacNeish est augment& afin de toucher
700ans aprksJ.C. jusqu’h I’dpoque du conces dondes qui semblentdtmontrer une certaine intdgritt etun caractkre plutôt distinct, datant d’environ
tact europ6en. Certaines ressemblances technologiques sont signal& entre les phases Klo-Kut et .Aishihik dans l’ouest et la tradition Taltheilei
sup6rieure dans l’est, mais celles-ci sont difficiles h synthttiser dans un cadre significatif de la prdhistoire athapascane canadienne.
Mots clds: archtologie, sub-arctique, vallde du Mackenzie, phase de la rivikre Spence, pointes h des Plaines
Traduit pour le journal par Maurice Guibord.

INTRODUCTiON

ofthe present data, and is defensible ethnographically. The
Currentknowledge
of thelateprehistoricperiod
in the historic inhabitants of-the valley were (and are) the Slave and
Mackenzie River valley is limited by.
two factors. One is- a Hare, marginally the MountainIndians of theMackenzie
sketchy data base, involving the small and usually impoverMountains and, in the far north, the Loucheauxor eastern Kutished site collections characteristic of subarctic archaeologyin chin. All of these except the Kutchin speak mutually intelgeneral. The second is more easily remedied. Despite over,30 ligible dialects of the same language,referred’toby Krauss as
years of research there remains the need for a regional synthe:
“Slavey-Hare” (Krauss and Golla, 1981:79); Non.-linguistic
sis which can examine and discuss broad topics and make comcultural differences seemtohavebeen
minor, so thatthe
parisons at a regional level. Much of the pertinent information designations Hare, Slave, and.Mountainare themselves in part
is still found only in unpublished manuscripts, whose general
arbitrary distinctions of simpleconvenience,reflectingto
unavailability hashampered discussion. My purpose here.is some extent environmental differences
(Asch, ,1981 ;Gillespie,
both to report and.to synthesize, particularly with reference to
1981; Savishinsky and Hara, 1981). The Hare, for instance,
the existing artifact Gollections, all of which are housed with. were distinguished primarily by.their heavy dependence on the
the Archaeological Survey. of Canada, NationalMuseumof
animal of the same name (Lamb, 1970: 191-192).The Kutchin
Man, Ottawa.
do stand apart, bothlinguisticallyand culturally, but in the
A few preliminary remarks are in order. The .Mackenzie Mackenzievalleythey.
are restrictedtotheareanorth
of
River valley is here defined fairly strictly to include only the
Travaillant River, being.mainly, a peopleoftheupper
westernthird of theMackenzieDistrict
of. theNorthwest
Yukon/Pacific
drainage
(Slobodin,
1981). This cultural
Territories, exclusive of the Delta and Great Slave and Great uniformity over at least most of the valley can tentatively be
Bearlakes. I am thus not directly concerned .with Noble’s extended to the late prehistoric past, when we are in all proba(1971, 1981) Taltheilei Shaletradition, and I am not at all’con- bility .dealingwith ,the cultural ancestors of these same people
cerned with the Eskimo prehistory of.the Delta; So defined, (for a discussion of population-movements during the early
the Mackenzie valley presents a fairly uniform general envi- contact period, .see Janes, 1983: 10-13, and references).
ronment of closed boreal hrest,. generally low-lying but including some high country to the west, and outside the range
THE SAMPLE
of the barren-ground caribou herds. Important species historically include moose, woodlandcaribou, fish, and smallgame,
This study focuses on finishedartifacts from 22’archaeologiincluding waterfowl, and these presumably formed
the.basisof calsites in the Mackenzievalley, all of which appear to date at
subsistence in the late prehistoric period as well. Fish bone
least in part40 the late prehistoric period. A number of criteria
seems.tobeparticularlyabundantinthosefe-w
sites, with were employed in selecting these sites, including the -absence
organic preservation (Millar, 1968; Gordonand
Savage,. of microblades and the presence of small notched projectile
1973).
points of a formgenerallyconsidered
.late prehistoric, a
Provisionally, the Mackenzie va,lIey is presented as.a single stratigraphicposition aboveihe White River volcanicash.(now
cultural area. This isan assumption which should ultimately be datedtoabout A.D. 700; see Lerbekmo et al., 1975), or a
tested, but it is dictated by the relative paucity and unevenness suitaMe radiocarbon assay. No single site fulfilled all of the
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criteria; few radiocarbon dates are available, for instance, and field work. A consideration of site collections exacerbatesthe
WhiteRiverash isonly spottilypresent as fareastasthe
situation; almost all of the reasonably large .collections come
Mackenzie River. Generally speaking, however, there was lit- from the southern half of the valley, and these collections are
tle doubtas to which sites could be considered late prehistoric, almostentirelyrestrictedtolithictools.Foronereasonor
although whether or not assemblages might be mixed was an- another, those comparatively few specimens recovered from
other problem. For initial purposes, the late prehistoric period the northern half of the Mackenzie valley consist largely
of
is here defined as beginning sometimebetween about A.D.500 organic tools of bark, bone, and antler, so that.meaningful
and .700. In the extreme southwest of
our area, this corre- intra-regional comparison is at present impossible.
spondswithwhatMacNeish
(l954) and Millar (1968) have
referred toas the Spence River complex, while chronologies
in South Klondike site (JcRw-I):South Klondike is the first of the
by ,Maccontiguous areas to the east (Gordon, 1977; Clark and Morlan, Fisherman Lake sites, and was found and reported
1982:89) and especially the west (Workman, 1978; Shinkwin, Neish (1953, 1954).as N.W.T. site 63. It was originally.given
1979; LeBlanc, 1983) are essentially in agreement. Through- theBordennumberJcRw-3(seeMacNeish.1964:325),but
due to a later mistake is now designated as JcRw-1. The site is
out the interior Northwest, the term late prehistoric generally
implies that we are dealing with archaeological cultures which stratified, and the uppermost component is late prehistoric in
areimmediatelyancestraltothoseofhistoricDene.
No at- date (Spence Rivercomplex). As well as flakes, thesite collectempt was made to examine historic
sites, although a few of tion includes two projectile points and a number of scrapers.
thesitecollectionsinclude
a smallquantityofhistoric
Klondike site (JcRw-3a): Thisis nowknown asthemain
material.
by Millar
Site positions are presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, a Klondike site, and wasexcavatedandreported
(1968).
The
late
prehistoric
component
is
comparatively
disproportionate number of sites are found in the Fisherman
Lake area to the southwest, reflecting
in pan the inequalities of small; as well as flakes it produced a single projectile point,
two bone artifacts, and a possible net sinker. There is also an
historic component.
East Klondike site (JcRw-36):Also a stratified site, JcRw-3b is
one of the largest and most important in the Mackenz.ie valley
(Millar, 1968). The present collection from the late prehistoric
component includes eight projectile points, nine.other bifaces,
scrapers, .and two bone or antler artifacts. There is also an
historic component which could not, in aU cases; be separated
in the collections.
McLeod site (JcRw-8):McLeod .is another stratifiedsite, with
an earliestoccupationputativelydatingtothe.endofthe
Pleistocene. The late prehistoric
or Spence River componentis
restricted totheeasternsectionofthe
site, andcomprises,
along .with wasteflakes, a singleprojectilepoint
(Millar,
.I 968).
Julian site (JcRw-13):This is another comparatively large and
important site, excavated and reported by both Millar (1968)
and Fedirchuk (1970). The late prehistoric unit produced 1 1
points, three scrapers, including a fragment, and two possible
net sinkers. Again there is some confusion in the collections
betweenlateprehistoricandhistoricmaterial.Fedirchuk
(1970: Fig. 4,f), for example, .illustrates as“historic” a point
base catalogued as late prehistoric. For our purposes the matter is comparativelyunimportant,sinceaboriginalmaterial
from the historic component seems in no way different from
that in use immediately prior to contact.

FIG. I .

Mackenzie valley site ~ocations.

Tsuelah site (JcRw-16): Tseulah is a single-component buried
site whichproduced.asmalllithicartifactcollectionand
a
quantity of fish bone. -The single small notched projectile point
and the stratigraphic position indicate
a late prehistoric date
(Millar, 1968).
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Kraus site (JcRw-19): TheKraus site produced an isolated
projectile point (Millar and Fedirchuk, 1972).
JcRw-51: JcRw-5 1 is a single-component buried site which has
not yet been described in detail (Millar, 1971). It has produced
oneofthe largest lithic artifact collections in the area, includingfiveprojectilepoints,
four other bifaces, andmore
than IO scrapers, There does notseem to have been any
organic preservation.
Pointed Mountain site (JcRx-2): Pointed Mountain might be
considered the type-site of the problematic Northwest
Microblade tradition (MacNeish, 1954), andbothof its excavatorsoriginallyconsidered
it as a single
component
(MacNeish, 1954; Millar, 1968). However, Millar (198.1) has
recentlyidentifiedPlanocomponents,and
to this maybe
added a definite late prehistoric occupation as
well, marked by
at least two small notched points. Since the various occupations have not yet beensorted out, only these two points can be
considered here.
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cludingtwosmallnotchedpointsand
a number of other
bifaces, scrapers, and a possibleburin (Cinq-Mars, 1971,
1973115).
Stewart Luke site (LcRq-2): Stewart
Lake
is a singlecomponent buried site, which produced cultural material from
above a (presumably) White River ashlayer. The artifact collectionconsistsentirelyoflithic
artifacts, includingseveral
small notched and teardrop-shaped points (Cinq-Mars, 197I ,
1973: 15).

Seismic site (LcRq-3): Seismicisanother
buried, singlecomponent site producing an entirely lithic artifact collection
(Cinq-Mars, 1971, 1973: 15). The assemblage was originally
compared with. the middle prehistoric Mackenzie complex of
the FishermanLake area (see Millar; 1.968),but a recent
radiocarbon date of 335k80.B.P. (1-7788) suggests the probability of a late prehistoric affiliation (Cinq-Mars, pers. comm.
1983 and 1984).

Chick Lake site (LLTa-2):Chick Lake is a stratified site, with
Spence River site (JjRd-2): This, the type-site for the Spence
two components separated by a presumedWhiteRiverash
River
complex,
was originally
found
and
reported
by
layer. The uppercomponentisartifactuallyimproverished,
MacNeish (1953:27, 1954:249-250) as N.W.T. site 47. Artiand has been affiliated with the Taltheilei tradition solely on
facts include threepoints, a broken point or fine biface knife,a
the basis of its apparently late date (Chambers, 1975). The
chi-tho or tabular biface, sixcomplete.scrapew, and a possible
artifacts themselves were never turned over to the National
burin. The site is located ona high terrace’immediatelydownMuseum of Man after analysis, and are presumed lost.
stream
from
Jean
Marie
River. Millar and
Fedirchuk
(1975:87) report a small undiagnostic collection with the same Mbn-1: MbTb-1, also known as N.W.T. site 57, comprises a
Borden designation, but it is excluded from this study as it is
bone beamet and awl, found in the Roman Catholic Mission
not clear that the two sites are the same.
garden at Fort Good Hope (MacNeish, 1953:31).
JlRi-1: This designation, also knownas
N.W.T. site 5 ,
represents a bone flesher and an antler arrowhead. All that is
knownoftheir provenance isthattheywerefound
“in the
town” of Fort Simpson (MacNeish, 1953:25).
EskerBaysite (KgRi-11): The Esker Bay site presents two
stratigraphic components, separated by a patchy White River
ash horizon.TheLowercomponentproducedmicroblades,
while the upper produceda notched point which has been compared with late Taltheilei specimens. A. few microblades were
also found in the upper component, strongly suggesting thatit
ismixed (Losey et al., 1978). Thesiteislocatednearthe
western end of Fish Lake, just east of Wrigley .

MbTc-I: MbTc- I. (or N. W .T. site 61) comprises a donated
antler arrowhead, apparently from the Fort Good Hope Ramparts area (MacNeish, 1953:31).
MiTr-I: This site, original-lyrecorded as N.W.T. site 58
(MacNeish, 1953:31), includes mainly bone and antler artifacts, excavated from a series of buried hearths in the modem
settlement of Arctic Red River. On thebasis of twoglassbeads,the site dates to the earlyhistoric or protohistoric
period.

MiTu-I: This is anotherMacNeish
discovery, originally
recorded as N.W.T. site 59 (MacNeish, 1951:31): The collection includes both excavated and donated material from Fort
KlRk-I: KIRk-I is a culturally-mixed surface site, located on
McPherson, all bone or antler artifacts. Again, this site (if it is
Blackwater Lake to the east of the Mackenzie. Among its
artia single site) dates to the early historic period, for the collecfacts is a single small notched projectile point (Millar, 1972).
tion includes. a point with an iron endblade, and a bone pipe
Since it is a mixed site, it is again only possible to consider the stem.
projectile point here.
Whirl Luke site (MjTpl): Whirl Lake is a buried, stratified
Stewart-Lake spit site (LcRq-1): This is another surface site,
site located immediatdy east of Arctic Red River (Gordon and
and while it is probably the product of a number of occupaSavage, 1973). The lower component produced microblades,
tions it seems to date largely if not entirely to the. late preand the upper comprised a .late prehistoric Kutchin pit house,
historic period. It is located on Stewart Lake, part of the Keele
with associatedfishcaches.Artifactualmaterial
iscomsystem, and produced a good collection of lithic artifacts, inparatively abundant, but includes few diagnostics. It is, how-
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ever, one of the few sites in the area to produce both lithic and
organic artifacts, aswell.as
two eighteenth-centuryradiocarbon dates.

ARTIFACT COLLECTIONS
1. LITHIC TOOLS
PROJECTILE POINTS

Forty-six
projectile
points
were
recovered.
from
late
prehistoric sites, almost all of them from the southern half of
the study area. They may be described in terms of four general
morphological categories.

Small Triangular Notched Points
Small triangular notched points are.the most common form
in the study area. All are <37 mm in length, intergrade between side- and comer-notched, and have unground, generally
tionsappearto
ha.ve little relevance.Compared withthe
straightbases. In particular, they are thin, light, andcomAvonlea-like points, flakingis of mediocre quality and retouch
paratively fragile, andpresumablyrepresent
arrow .points.
flake scars are broad and conchoidal. All seem to have been
Most are madeofdark chert. They are certainlythemost
made on flakes, and in the case of five specimens, retouch on
distinctive hallmark of the late prehistoric period in the area,
the ventralfaceis
.limited. tomargins. Characteristically,
and are crucial.to the definition.of the Spence River complex
specimens intergrade betweenside- and corner-notched, bases
(MacNeish, 1954; Millar, 1968). Twenty-six specimens have
are comparatively straight and show little ‘or no evidence of
been recovered from 12 sites from as far north as the Keele
grinding, and notches are comparatively wide, shallow, and
River.
usually slightly asymmetrical. One specimen is made of fine.
The earlier-found of these points were classed
by MacNeish
light-coloured quartzite, the others of dark chert. The sample
as Prairie side-notched or as Stott
points
(MacNeish,
also includes an unnotched triangular specimen, again of light
1964:406-408), typeswhichwerefirstdefined
in Manitoba
quartzite, which kpresumed tobeunfinished
(Fig. 2, k).
(MacNeish, 1955). They carry with them theimplicationof
.Metric data, presented in Table I , are in good agreement with
cultural influence fromthenorthern
-Plains, where similar
those
recorded
for
northern
Plains
specimens
(Kehoe,
points are characteristic of the late prehistoric Old Woman’s
1966:830).
phase (Forbis, 1962; Reeves, 1983) and have an.ancestry goingback to Avonlea (Adams, 1977). They.are bestknown
TABLE 1. Metric data nn‘MackenzievalleyPrairieside-notched
.from the finely stratified Gull Lake site where, on the basis of points
.mean= 3.4 mm
hundreds of specimens, ‘Kehoe (1966) hasdefinedwhathe
SD= .9 mm
Notch’Height (above base)
mean= 1.7 mm
SD= .7 mm
Notch. Depth
terms “the small side-notched.pointsystem” of the Northern
mean= 4.0 mm
SD=1.3 mm
Notch Width
Plains, based on.three types and 20 .varieties.The three types Notch Depth/Width.Ratio
SD= .I6
mean= .43
SD= 1.7 mm
mean= 15.1 mm
are temporally distinct and include Avonlea (further divided
Blade Width
14.4
mm
SD=2.4 mm
mean=
Base
Width
by Reeves [1983:60-621 intotheHead-Smashed-In
cornerSD= .9 mm
‘meart=
Thickness
4.0 mm
notched. and Timber Ridge side-notched types), dating to be- Length
rnean=27.8 mm
SD=3.7 mm
tween about A.D. 200 and 700; Prairie side-notched, dating to
about 700 to 1400; and Plains side-notched, dating from about Only two specimens can be compared with the Plains side1400 to the end of the prehistoric period.
notched type. Both are wellmadeof dark chert, with symAll three type designations may be,applicable to the Macmetrical well-defined outlines, sharp lateral’ angles, and high,
kenzie valley. Two specimens.from LcRq-2 at least generally
deepnotches.Onespecimen
(Fig. 2, I) comesfromthe
resemble the Avonlea-Timber Ridge side-notched type (Fig. Pointed Mountain site. The base is broken but has at least one
2: a-b). Characteristically, theyhaveobtuseshouldersand
lateral spur, and is markedly concave. The extant notch is 4.5
slightly concave bases, andare notched nearer to the base than .mm high, 3.0 mm deep and 3.0 mm wide (depth/width ratio:
other specimens. The’notches are small ( I .O-2.0 mm across
1 .O); overall dimensions are 3 1.5 x 16.5 x 4.0.mm. The secand 1.5-2.0 mm deep) awwell defined, and both specimens ond example isalso from the Fisherman Lake area (Fig:
2, m),
aremade of f%-grained quartzite. Only one is complete; it is and again has a concave base. Notches are small, deep, and
36.5 mm long, with a- blade width of14;O mm, a basewidth of
narrow (depth/width ratio: .75), andplacedcomparatively
1 I .O mm,.and a thickness of 4.0 mm. The second specimen
high (4.5 mm), and the base is markedly wider than the blade
appearstohavebeen smaller. .
(13.5 mm vs. 9.5 mm). The specimen is a small one (19.0 mm
We are on firmer ground with the Prairie sidenotched type
long and 2.5 mm thick):Both examples come.fromsite collec(Fig. 2, c-j). Twenty-twospecimens seem to fit withinthe
tions which also.produced Prairie side-notched specimens (see
range of.this type; although Kehoe’s (1966) varietal distincTable 4).
I

”

---.
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Discussion

AlthoughMacNeishwaspronetomaketypologicalcomparisons from very far afield indeed, the Prairie side-notched
typeappearsto be avalidentity
in theMackenzievalley.
Reeves(1983:163)andotherssuggestthatitspresenceindicates notonlyculturalinfluencefromthePlains,but
specificallythenorthwardspreadofthe
bowand arrow, a
reasonable
observation
considering
the
large, unnotched
points of theprecedingMackenziecomplex
(Millar, 1968).
Certainly, there is no reason to agree with Kehoe (1966:840)
on a specifically northern, Athapaskan origin for the Plains
side-notched point system. Cross-dating from the Plains, this
southern influence, and the Late Prehistoric period which
it
marks, date largely to the period after A.D. 700. Contact does
not seem to have been continuous, since the development of
the Plains side-notchedtype seems to have had little impact in
the Mackenzie valley.
If thisidentification is correct, wewould expect to find
similar small notched pointsin the intervening southern boreal
forest,specifically in northernAlberta.Unfortunately,
archaeology in thisareaisnobetterdevelopedthan
in the
Mackenzievalley,andtheliteratureisstilldominated
by
preliminary reports. Small notched points have been reported
fromanumberofsurveysandexcavations,buthaveoften
been compared with late Taltheilei specimens from the eastern
Great Slave Lake area (Ives, 1977; Pollock, 1977: 13;Gruhn,
1981:87; McCullough,1982:34-35), andonlyoccasionally
withPrairieside-notchedspecimens
(Gruhn, 1981:88;McCullough, 1982: 110-1 12; Stevenson, 1982:3). Judging from
illustrations, the latter comparison is to be preferred in most
cases.
The great majority of late Taltheilei notched points are, in
fact,quitedifferent. In particular,lateTaltheileispecimens
have much wider, shallower notches, so that they range from
comer-notchedtostemmed(Fig.
3), whereasPrairieside-

notched points vary from side- to corner-notched. Metric data
on a sample of 19 late Taltheilei small notched points collected
by Gordon from the Thelon drainage are presented
in Table 2.
Comparison with Table 1 supports the distinct identity
of these
twopointtypes,although
it mustbepointedoutthatraw
material differs fairly consistently between the two samples
(all of theTaltheileispecimensare
madeof
apinkish
quartzite). Rather than any direct relationship, they
may indicate borrowing or cultural influence from the same Great
Plains source (see Gordon, 1976: 176). Notched points appear
quite abruptly in the Taltheilei sequence at about A.D. 800.
TABLE 2. Metricdata on lateTaltheileinotchedpoints:Thelon
drainage
Notch Height (above base)
Notch Depth
Notch Width
Notch Depth/Width Ratio
Blade Width
Base Width
Thickness
Length

mean= n.a.
mean= 2.1 mm
mean= 9.5 mm
mean= .23
mean= 17.6 mm
mean= 14.3 mm
mean= 6.4 m m
mean=33.5 mm

SD=n.a.
SD=.7mm
SD=2.1 mm
SD= .O9
SD= 1.7 mm
SD=2.5 mm
SD=l.O mm
SD=5.8 mm

Looking to the west, small late prehistoric notched points
havebeen reported in smallnumbersfromthesouthwest
Yukon (MacNeish, 1964:406,408; Workman, 1978:216-217)
and, apparently in slightlymodified form, fromtheBritish
Columbiaplateau(Sanger,1970:122;Helmer,1977).They
have not yet, however, been found in Alaska or the northern
Yukon. In all cases, a Great Plains origin may be indicated.

Small Notched Bipoints
Two small notched points are not included with the Plains
side-notched point system, being nearly bipointed rather than
triangular in form. The larger specimen (Fig4,c) comes from
the Fisherman Lake area (JcRw-3b) and is made of dark chert,
while the smaller(Fig. 4,a) is from the middle valley (LcRq-2)
and made of light quartzite. Neither shows any evidence
of
grinding, and presumably they are arrow points. Metric attributes are presented in Table 3.
Two other specimens, both from LcRq-2, are almost identical except in being unnotched (Fig. 4,b,d). The larger is of
45.0 and
dark chertand the smaller of light quartzite. They are
34.0 long, respectively, and may simply be unfinished.
TABLE 3. Metric data on Mackenzie valley notched bipoints

Height
Depth

Notch
Notch
Width
Notch
DepthIWidthNotch
Width
Thickness
Length

-7.5
Ratio

6.5
mm
1.0-2.0mm
2.0 - 3.0 mm
.50- .67
14.5 - 16.5 mm
4.0 - 6.0 mm
37.5-38.5mm

Discussion

Similar points at a similar time period
seem to be absent
from northwestern North America. They have been included
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by Millar (1968: Fig. 30,b) withinthesametype
triangular notched points.

as the

Large Notched Points

Seven triangular notched points are distinguished by their
size, which suggests that they might represent spear points.
Since it is not clear'that they represent any single type, they
are
described individually.
The shortest specimen (Fig.
4,e) just overlaps with the small
notched points in length (36.5 mm), but is much broader(22.5
mm) and heavier (thickness:6.5 mm). It has well-definedcornernotches, 3.5 mm deep and 7.5 to 9.5 cmwide(notch
depth/width ratios: .47 and .37), and a straight, lightly ground
base. It is neatly flaked of dark
chert; the asymmetry of the
notching may be due to re-working a break. The specimen illustrated in Figure4,f is also corner-notched, and is well made
of dark chert. The notches are rather broad (6.5 and 7.5 m)
and shallow ( 1 .O - I .5 mm), with depth/width ratios of
.23 and

.13. The base is concave, and the tip damaged. The overall
length would have been about 40 mm, the width is 23.0 mm,
and the thickness 6.5 mm. Another nearly complete specimen
(Fig. 4,g) is also broadly notched, and could even be classified
as expanding stemmed. The notchesare 2.0 mm deep and 8.0
mm wide,foradepthlwidthratioof
.25. It hasaconvex,
rathernarrowbase
14.0 mm wide,adamagedtipandan
elongate blade section, andis made of a poor-quality siltstone.
The workmanship is haphazard, andtheventralfaceshows
only intermittent marginal retouch.It is 7.0 mm thick and, undamaged, was about 53.5 mm long. Four other specimens are
more fragmentary and exhibit smaller notches. One of them
(Fig. 4,l) has only one extant notch; it is 1.5 mm deep and 4.5
mmwide (depth/widthratio: .33). Overall,thespecimen is
50.0 mm long and 5.0 mm thick, made of dark "pot-lidded''
chert, and appears to havehad a slightly convex base. Another
example (not illustrated) is a side fragment of dark chert, with
onlyonenotchextant.Thenotches
are comparativelyhigh
(5.5 mm), with a notch depth/width ratio of
.57 (depth: 2.0
mm; width: 3.5 mm). A basal fragment (Fig. 4,k) is straightbasedandside-notched(notchheight:
4.5-5.5 mm).The
notches are 3.0 mm deep and 4.5 mm wide (depth/width ratio:
.67), and overall the base is25.0 mm wide and 5 . 0 mm thick.
The final example is a blade section, extending only to the top
of the notching.Both of these final samples were made of dark
chert, and neither shows any but light basal grinding.
Discussion

The specimen illustrated as Figure 4,g has been compared
with late Taltheilei notched points (Losey
et al., 1978). and
the form of the notching indicates that this
may be a reasonable
suggestion, although a difficult one to evaluate. Otherwise,
this collection of large notched points has few late prehistoric
counterparts.One of them (Fig. 4.0 looselyresemblesthe
Oxbow-like points which appear sporadically in the North at
about 2000 B.C. (Millar. 1968:172; Noble, 1971:106;

TABLE 4. Distribution of Mackenzie valley projectile points
Triangular
drop
Site
JcRw-1
JcRw3a
JcRw-3b
JcRw-8
JcRw-13
JcRw-16
JcRw-19
JcRw-5 I
JcRx-2
JjRd-2
KgRi-11
KIRk-I
LcRq-1
LcRq-2
LcRq-3
MjTp- 1

TOTALS:

'N =Notched
2U= Unnotched

Small
Notched
Avonlea-

large
Bipoints
Prairie

Tear-

Plains
N'

Points U2

Points

2
2

I

3

I
2

I

I

I

9
I
I

2
I
3

1
~

"

- .

2

~

I

~

I
2

I
I

2
2
2

2

24

2

2

2

7

9
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Workman, 1978:212-213), and may thus be intrusive in this
component.Shinkwin (1979:Fig. 34,f) illustrates a large
notched point from the upper level at Dixthada, but the notching is more barbed than that exhibited by any of our Mackenzie valley specimens. Another specimen from Colville Lake,
northof Great Bear, isperhapsmore
similar, buthasan
unknownculturalaffiliation
(Clark, 1975:Pl. 4,h). Millar
(1968:Fig. 29,b) illustrates at least oneof the Fisherman Lake
examples among his“corner-notched” type, which he in turn
extends back to the Northwest Microblade tradition (Millar,
1968:Fig. 27). Consideringthetime span involved, thisis
probably not a viable type. Generally, these points seem to
exhibit more variability than the small notched points.

FINE BIFACES

Fine bifaces(f.b., Table 5 ) are distinguished from projectile
points on the basis of size and morphological characteristics;
the teardrop points, already described, seem to occupy an ambiguousmiddle-ground. These are allcomparativelythin
specimens, completely flaked on both faces, with no haft element and a regular if occasionally asymmetricaloutline. They
are believed to be knives. Most have regular marginal
retouch,
but I am
less
strict than
Morlan
(1973b:27-29)
in
distinguishing finished from unfinished examples. The seven
complete examples seem to represent a single series in terms
of outline, ranging from elongate (Fig. 5,a) to broad (Fig. 5,f)
and broadly asymmetrical(Fig. 5,g). Lengths range from70.0
to 125.0 mm, widths from 33.0 to 55.0 mm, and thicknesses
Teardrop Points
from 9.0 to 13.0 mm. Thickness seemsto be largelya function
of
thequalityofworkmanship.Endsvaryfrompointedto
Nine specimens have a teardrop shape, i.e. unnotched and
rounded.
The sample also includes four large fragments (Fig.
more or less round-based, withtheir greatest width toward the
5,h-j),
all
seemingly elongate, and
five
smaller
edge
base. Only three are complete. Two are large specimens, 68.0
fragments.
Dark
chert
is
the
most
common
raw
material, but
and 81.0 mm long, 30.0 and 28.0 mm wide, and 8.5 and 10.5
tuff.
two
specimens
are
made
of
light-coloured
welded
mm thick, respectively (Fig. 4,h-i). The longer is unfinished,
andwouldperhapshavebeenmorelanceolatethanstrictly
teardrop-shaped. The third ismuch smaller, only 28.0 mm
long.Otherexamples are allbasal fragments, withwidths
ranging from 15.5 to 28.0 mm, and thicknesses ranging from
3.5 to 6.5 mm (Fig: 4j). All are made of darkchert or, in two
cases, light-colouredwelded tuff. Noneshows anysignof
basal grinding, or even a clear haft element. The quality of
flaking is uniformly poor, especially consideringthe excellent
quality of some of the raw material. One specimen, for instance, has a striking platform remnant which, while
trimmed,
is still visible on the basal corner.
Discussion
Within the study area these points have been classified as
“Type Q Round Base” points (Millar, 1968: 179-180), while
been termsimilar specimens from the southwest Yukon have
ed Catan points (MacNeish, 1964:407)or, more simply, teardrop points(Workman, 1978:209-210). Inboth areas, they
seem to be primarily late prehistoric in date, although Millar
(1968: Fig. 27) notesa few Mackenzie complexexamples, and
Workman mentions a specimen from immediately below the
White River ash levelin the southwest Yukon.A gewral com- Discussion
parison might also be made witha few specimens from the
upFine or finished biface knives seem
to be comparatively rare
per levels at Klo-Kut in the northern Yukon
(Morlan, 1973:
in
late
prehistoric
assemblages
in
the
Mackenzie valley. They
Pl. 5,a-c). With two specimens fromMjTp-I, these points are
are
outnumbered
by
projectile
points,
for instance, by about
the only “type” which has yet been found throughout the enthree
to
one,
whereas
in
earlier
time
periods
the ratio seems to
tire Mackenzie valley, as well as the only one with a local
have
been
more
evenly
balanced
(see
Millar,
1968:Figs.
ancestry going back prior to A.D. 700.
27,31). The same situation has been noted in the southwest
Itis perhaps doubtful that these are all actually projectile
Yukon (Workman, 1978:225). Morphologically, the Mackenpoints. One complete specimen, for instance, has an impact
crosscut three of Workman’s(1978:
burination near the tip on one
margin, but the material (welded zievalleyspecimens
225-230)
more
important
biface categories, and similar extuff) is so brittle that this is not necessarily indicative of funcamples
occur
in
most
archaeological
cultures.
tion. The same specimen has a polished area on the margin
which seems to suggest that it may have actually functioned as
CRUDE BIFACES
a biface knife. The absenceof a clear haft element also points
to this conclusion.
There are three crude, heavy bifaces (c.b., Table 5 ) in the
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collection, two of basalt and oneof coarse quartzite. All have
an elongated oval outline, with rounded ends and a biconvex
cross-section, and are crudely flaked with blunted edges(Fig.
6,f-g). Two exhibit some facial cortex, and one of these has
part of an edge which is unflaked, but otherwise flaking is continuous. Lengths range from 13 1 to 183 mm, widths from 81
to 89 mm, and thicknesses from24 to 32 mm. Considering the
coarse qualityof the raw material, it seems unlikely that these
specimens could have been flaked
into sharp-edged tools; quite
possibly they represent unfinished axes or adzes, so that the
distal end (at least) would have been ground into shape. Certainlythey are heavy enough, withweightsrangingfrom
473.5 to 560.5 g.

(1973b:35). Chipped and ground basalt axes andadzes, however, are widespread in the North.
TABULAR BIFACES

Five tabular bifaces (or chi-thos; t.b., Table 5) have been
recovered. All are made on flat plates of shale or bedded sandstonelquartzite5-12 mm thick. Retouch is limited to the
edges,
where it is usually continuous and blunts rather than sharpens
the edge, presumably to facilitate hide-scraping. Only two are
complete. One is irregular in outline, andhasbeenworked
along one margin only. The other (Fig. 6,a) has an elongate
oval outline (117.5 X 61.5 mm). At leasttwoof the fragmentaryexamples appear to havebeenmoreround-edged
(Fig. 6,b-c).
Discussion

In the western Subarctic, tabular bifaces are mainly but not
entirely a late prehistoric tool type, being fairly common, for
instance, at Klo-Kut (Morlan, 1973a:257-258), inthe upper
levels at Dixthada (Shinkwin, 1979: 119-120),in the Aishihik
phase in the southwest Yukon (Workman, 1978:237-239),and
in Taltheilei tradition sites (Noble, 1971:lll).
SCRAPERS

Scrapers are divided intothree categories: endscrapers (e-s),
side scrapers (s-s), and end and sidescrapers (e&s-s) (abbreviations refer to Table5). An endscraper has steep retouch along
a short side, normally the distal end of the flake, whereas a
side scraper is retouched along a long margin. An end-andside scraper, of course, is retouched along both a short and a
long margin.Specimensexhibiting a retouchedmarginless
than 3 mm high are somewhat arbitrarily regarded as worked
flakes, and have not been included in this analysis.
FIG.6. Crude and

tabular bifaces from the Mackenzie valley.

Endscrapers
Discussion

Twenty endscrapers can be divided into four groups on the
Asthey stand, thesetools do not comparewelloutside the basis ofworking-endmorphology,followingtheapproach
study area, being, for instance, heavier and blunter than the outlined
by Workman (1978:26f"O). Generally, endscrapers
heavyflakedtoolcategoryofWorkman(1978:317)
or Morlan are amongthemostcommonof
artifacts, andcornein
a
TABLE 5. Distribution of some lithic artifacts in the Mackenzie valley
Site
c.b
JcRw- 1
JcRw-3b
JcRw-13
JcRw-16
JcRw-51
JjRd-2
JIRi-1
KgRi-11
LcRq- 1
LcRq-2
LcRq-3
MjTp- 1

TOTALS:

e-s
t.b.

f.b.

7

2

2

e-s
I

e-s
II

e&-s
III
I
2*

1

I*
1

I

2

2

e&-s
ang.
3

IV

round

s-s

1

1

burin?

I
1

.

4
2

1

4
1

1

2
2

1

I

1

1
2

1

2

I*

2

2

5

5

2*

3

2

2

1

1

1

17

3

* Includes one margin of double-bitted endscraper.

6

6

5

8

8

6

3
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bewildering variety of shapes. The significance of this. variation is.far from dear, but much of it seems to be idiosyncratic
or expedient, being barely amenable to typology. Certainly
-gross outlinetermssuchas“thumb-nail’’
or “triangular”
describe categories that do notseemtovary
in meaningful
ways through time .or space. Another typological approach
emphasizing the distal end, and hence presumably function,
results in the creation of categories.whose significance is still
unclear;but which-neverthelessmay be useful. The following
variables have been employed.
Chord of Working End: When ptotted, chord lengths from the
sample describe a simple bell curve. Dividing along.the mean,
a narrow chord is defined here asone which is <23 mm long,
while a wide chord has.a length of >23 mm.
Mdximum 7%ickness of Retouched End: The distribution for
this measurement is trimodal for the sample, so that retouch
heightis described under .three headings: -thin (<6.1 mm),
average.(6.1-9.0 mm), and thick (>9:0 mm).
Chord/ThicknessRatio: The distribution of chordlength/
thickness of the retouched end also proved trimodal. SpecimenScan be described as narrowand/or thick (<4.01), average (4.01-5;50), and broad and/or thin (>5.50).
Weight: There is again a trimodal distribution, and specimens
can be.described as light ( < 5 g), average (5-8 g), or heavy
( > 8 g).
It should be.stressed that these numericcriteria apply only to
the present sample, and are different, though not greatly so,
fromthoseemployed by Workman (1978:269-270). Ashe
notes, “‘investigators working in adjacent areas will have to
derive their ownmagic numbers.” Four groupings result
when these criteria.are applied to the sample.
Group I Endscrapers (e-s I): These are narrow endscrapers,
with thin working edges and low-to-average chord/thickness
ratios. There are five specimens, including one margin of a
doubte-bitted endscraper. Weights range from 1.7 g (light) to
7.2 g (average). These specimens. are all.made on the distal
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ends ofchert or welded tuff flakes, and.tend to be flat-topped,
irregular, -and rather poorly made (Fig. 7;a-b).
Group II Endrcrapers (e-s II): These-arenarrow endscrapers.
with.average-to-thickworking edges and low chordhhickness
ratios. There are six examples,.including single margins from
two double-bitted endscrapers. Weights range from 3 to 8 g
(light to average). .Specimens tendto be moreregular in
outline, better made, and to have a triangular .cross-section
.(Fig. 7, c-e).
Group III Endscrapers (e-s III): This grouping describes wide
endscrapers with a’ thick-to-averageworkingend
andlow
chordhhickness ratios: Weights range from average (6 g) to
heavy (.I6 g). The six examples again include one marginof a
double-bitted specimen. Examplestend to be.regular in outline
and flat-topped (Fig. ’7,frg).
Group .IV Endscrapers (e-s IV): This last category describes
wide, thin, and comparatively flat endscrapers with averageto-high chordlthickness ratios (Fig. 7, h). There are five examples, all light to average in weight (2.7 - 7.8 g).
Discussion
It is difficult to equate these groupings
with those formulated
.by Workman, but there is a general equivalency between my
Group
I
and his
“Narrow
Relatively
Thin-Bitted
Endscrapers”, my Group II andhis “Narrow Thick-Bitted
Endscrapers”, my Group III -and his “Large Moderately
Thick Endscrapers”, and my Group IV and his “Broad Thin
Endscrapers” (Workman, 1978:271-278). All appear in late
prehistoric assemblages in the southwest Yukon, or are rare
enoughthattheirabsence
may be fortuitous. Whatmaybe
significant is the absence from our sample of what Workman
terms “Typical Endscrapers”. This isthe single most comrnon.form in the southern.Yukon but, as is .apparently the case
in the Mackenzie assemblages, seems to be absent from the
lateprehistoric period. Thetwodouble-bitted
endscrapers
(Fig. 7, i-j) represent a rare form which seems to be usually
associated with middle prehistoric assemblagesin the western
Subarctic (Millar, 1968:240; Workman, 1978:271).

End-andLside scrapers

End-and-side scrapers are divided into two majorcategories

- rounded and.angular, depending on the angleof the lateraldistal juncture. As Workman (1978:280) notes, the distinction
may be functional, since the projecting edges of the angular
form. would have made them unsuitable for hide-working.
Angular End-and-Side Scrapers(e&s-s ang.): Eight specimens
are included in this category. All are.made of dark chert, and
tend to exhibit the highest, steepest-retouchdistally. Lateral
margins are variable in form. One (Fig. 7,q) is markedly concave with a graver spur at the point of juncture with the distal
end. Three others are more mildly concave, and the lateraldistal juncture, while pointed, shows no signs of use (Fig. 7,
n-p). Weights vary between 5 and 10 g. Applying the classifying criteria described above to the distal
end, one ofthese
specimens would be classed as Group I, one asGroup II, three
as Group III, and three as Group IV.
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Rounded End-and-Side Scrapers (e&-s round): This is a very suggestive of end or end-and-side scrapers, while one has a
haphazard grouping, forout of nine specimens six
are broken, straight margin similar to those exhibited by side scrapers. A
A.11, however, are (orwere)ovate
in outline,andwere
seventh unclassifiable specimen exhibits an area of retouch
4.5
retouched around the entire circumference at a fairly constant mm high and with a 25.5 mm chord on a markedly convex
angle and height.Two of the better-made examples exhibit bi- marginofanirregularflake.Itseemstobea“toolofthe
facial chipping but have the plano-convex profile
which distin- moment.
guishes scrapers (Fig. 7,m). Another (Fig. 7,l) has an isolated
graver spur. Retouchheightsvaryfrom3
.O to12.0mm,
BURINS
weights from 4.0 to 1 I .O g. The sample includes one welded
There are three possible burins in the sample. One; from
tuff and one quartzite specimen, and the remainder are of dark
JjRd-2, is a thick chert flake with a possible transverse burin
chert.
facet at the proximal end. Forming an acute angle with it is
another facet, this time ground and polished, located on the
Discussion
former striking platform remnant of the flake.
30th margins of
the
possible
struck
facet
show
heavy
wear
and
crushing. This
Wilmeth (1978:105; see also MacNeish, 1954:250) has sugspecimen
was
not
apparently
noticed
by
MacNeish
(1953:31).
gested that angular scrapers with a concave lateral margin, and
A specimen from LcRq-3 is similar, in that its technological
often a graver spur, represent a late prehistoric Athapaskan
status as a burin is questionable but there is clear evidence of
horizon-marker. As well as specimens from his own investigawear. It is made-on a twisted side-blow flake of light welded
tions in central British Columbia, he cites examples from Klotuff, andhastwoburin-likefacetsoneitherendofalong
Kut (seeMorlan,1973a:P1.3,a),thesouthern
Yukon (see
margin. There is heavy wear on adjacent edges, butit is possiWorkman,1978:281), andtheDismalRiveraspectonthe
ble that at least one of the facets is actually a twisted hinge
GreatPlains.Severaloftheangularend-and-sidescrapers
fracture. The third specimen (from LcRq-I) is even less confrom the Mackenzie valley fall into this category. Nonethevincing. It is a fragment of light-colouced weldedtuff with an
less, WiImeth’s suggestion is difficult to evaluate, and
it can
apparently struck facet along
one. margin,butno.apparent
be pointedoutthatthereareexamples
in theclearlynonwear. As a kind of glass, welded tuff is very brittle, and freAthapaskan Shield Archaic tradition in the Keewatin District
quently
breaks
in burin-like
a
fashion
(see
Cinq-Mars,
(Wright, 1972:Pl. IV,7). Workman (1978:286) has noted that
I973 :4).
end-and-side scrapers are very rarein late prehistoric levelsin
the southern Yukon, but this doesnot appear to be the case in
Discussion
the Mackenzie valley.
From a technological.point of view none of these burins is
entirely conv.incing. However, simple flake burins do appear,
Side Scrapers (s-s)
if rarely, in late prehistoric contexts at Dixthada (Shinkwin,
Onlysixsidescrapershavebeenrecoveredfromlate
1979:125), Klo-Kut (Morlan.1973a:125),andpossiblythe
prehistoriccomponents in theMackenzievalley.
All are southwest Yukon (Workman, 1978:259). They are apparentlydouble-edged and roughly parallel-sided, with retouch along
absent in the Taltheilei tradition.
the length-ofbothlong sides.(Fig. 7,r-s). None possesses spurred or denticulate margins, or spokeshave concavities. Two
“MICROBLADES”
examples exhibit extensive dorsal thinning, but
are still the
The
presence
of
true
blades
or microblades in late
thickestspecimens in thecollection(13.5and
15.0 mm,
prehistoric assemblages has been claimed only in the Fisherrespectively), having been made: onunusuallythickflakes.
of
Thickness of retouched margins otherwise varies between3.0 man Lake area, where Millar (1968:207-212) lists a total 18
“fine” andthree “coarse” “prismaticblades”fromlate
and 7.0 mm.Oneweldedtuffspecimen
is quitesmall,
weighing only 2.8 g, but with this exception these are unusu- prehistoriccomponentsat JcRw3a, -3b and -13.Thefine
specimens, in particular, are described in.terms of true blades
ally large scrapers, weighing between 14.5 and 25.5 g.
and are not distinguished, for instance, from undoubted and
much earlier Northwest Microblade examples(Pointed MounDiscussion
tain complex). This notwithstanding, the specimens are best
considered as blade-like, and not as true blades, in that they
Side- scrapers are relatively simple artifacts and tend to be
are more or less linear but otherwise give
no indication of purtreatedcasually in the literature. In possessingtworoughly
poseful,
repeated,
and
controlled
production.
The presence of
parallel working margins, these scrapers, at least, seem dismicroblades,
this
time
real
ones,
in
the
upper
component
at the
tinctfromspecimensreportedfromthesouthwestYukon
Esker
Bay
site
has
already
been
mentioned,
and
is
attributed
to
(Workman,1978:289-307).
mixing from the lower microblade level.
Miscellaneous Scrapers
”

Sixfragmentaryscrapers
are toobadlybrokento
classified;Five,however,havearounded.scrapingmargin

be

Discussion
There is little doubt that microblades had gone out of use
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‘ ‘Beaver Tooth Gouge ’ ’

A beaver tooth identifiedas a gougeby MacNeish ( 1953:31)
shows no evidence of cultural modification (MiTr-1).

Snowshoe Needle
A bone snowshoe needle has a laterally-placed eye at the
midpoint and incised decoration on both faces(Fig. 10,c; Fig.
11).Depicted are twohorned or earedanimalsconnected
(tethered?) to a central structure, possibly a tent
or lodge. The
motif is similar on both faces, but
.has been somewhat obscured by root etching. The animals have been variously interpreted as muskrat, moose, or caribou (Gordon and Savage,
1973:8-9). The lateral margins have
been scored for whittling.
This uniquely decorated piece comes from the Whirl Lake site
(MjTp-I).

I
FIG. I I .

Decorated snowshoe needle.

CONCLUSIONS

and Savage ( 19739) have suggested that it may be a tool for
removing bark from trees.

During the late prehistoric period the Mackenzie valley apparently was occupied by a reasonably uniform cultural entity
extending from at least the Fisherman Lake area to the Keele
MISCELLANEOUS SPECIMENS
River or FortGoodHope,andpossiblyallthewaytothe
Delta. This cultural entity doesnot seem to have been particuModGed Deer Phalange
larly distinctive; its most characteristic hallmark (the Prairie
A moose or caribouphalangehasbeenwhittled
into’ a
side-notchedpoint),forinstance,isaborrowingfromthe
hollow open-ended cone (Fig. lO,i), identified
by MacNeish GreatPlains.Nevertheless,thestatus
of phaseseemswar(1953:3 1) as a cup for a cup-and-pin game. It comes from the ranted, and the name Spence River phase (after MacNeish,
samesite as thepinswiththesamesuggestedfunction
1954) is suggested. Presumably, the Spence River phase is the
(MiTu-1).
cultural ancestor of the Slavey-Hare speakers who occupied
the valley historically, but it must be pointed out that this is an
Knife Handle
argument from parsimony alone, and not
is strongly warranted
by
the
interpretation
of
the
actual
archaeological
data.
A flat bone piece (Fig. 10.h) has two gouged holes near one
There
are
at
present
two
fairly
coherent
late
prehistoric
end, one of which holds a copper rivet. It has
been plausibly
cultural entities in the western Subarctic with which one can
identified as aknifehandlefragment(MacNeish,1953:31),
compare
the Spence Riverphase.Onecentreson
what
and comes from MiTu-l .
LeBlanc (1983) has recently termed the Klo-Kut phase in the
northern Yukon, based on the Klo-Kut and Rat Indian Creek
Crude Bone Point
sites. Slightly distinctive but still very closely related is DixA caribou or, more likely, moose metapodial section with an thada (Shinkwin, 1979) on the upper Tanana, and a number of
elongate, parallel-sided outline has a crude, sawed point at one
small Brooks Range sites including Kavik (Campbell, 1968).
end (Fig. 10,a). Theotherendhasamedialhole
whichis
Linking traits include the tapering stemmed Kavik point; flake
simply the result of cutting through a natural declivity in the
burins; a fairly well developed copper industry (especially at
bone. The lateral margins have been smoothed and thinnedon
Dixthada); tabular bifaces; conically tanged, unilaterally barbboth surfaces, but are quite dull. It has been identified, rather
edboneandantlerarrowheads;andsagittally-split,often
implausibly, as a netting needle (MacNeish, 1953:31, Pl. IV,
decoratedtwo-handedbeamers(Campbell,1968;Morlan,
Fig. l ) , and comes from MiTr-I.
1973a:471-481;Shinkwin,1979:164-168;LeBlanc,1983:
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everywhere in the interior Northwest by A.D. 500 (see
Shinkwin,1979; Clark, 1981),and in somelocationsmuch
earlier. In the southwest Yukon, for instance, they disappear
by about’2900 B.C. (Workman, 1978), and they may. have .a
similarlyearlydemise inatleast
thesouthernpart of the
Mackenzie valley (Morrison, 1984).
NOTCHED PEBBLES

Notchedpebbles,presumedto
be netsinkers, .have been
repottedfromseveral
sites, but the tworeportedfrom
JcRw-13 and one from JcRw3a (Millar, 1968:Fig. 5 1) could
not be located in the artifact.col1ections. This 1eaves.onlytwo
possible netsinkers from MjTp-1 . Both are made on broken
sandstone cobbles and have a slight notch on one side
(Fig.
6,d-e). It is unclear whether they were notched deliberately.
Discussion

Notchedpebbleshave
a longhistory in thewesternSubarctic (Workman,1.978:328).W.hatevertheir
function, it
seems clear that net fishing, at least, was an aboriginal practice
(see Lamb, 1970:208).

2. BONE AND ANTLER TOOLS
WEAPONPOINTS

Barbed or Bladed Arrowheads

Three barbed or bladed arrowheads .made of bone or antler
have been recovered from sites north of Fort
Good Hope. One
specimen (Fig. 8,f) has a triangular, sharp-edged cross,section,with five unilateral barbs cut into one
edge, flanked on
either side by a double incised line. The.tang is plain and mnical, andtheshoulderabove
it poorly defined. The overall
length is 149 mm. A similar example, 212 mm long, is.more
biconvex in section (Fig. 8,e). It also .has been barbed along
one edge, with four barbs flankedby a single incised line.The
tang is again conical, but the shoulder above it is
well marked.
A distal fragmentdiffers from either of these in having an iron
endblade, secured with a copper rivet (Fig. 8,d). The shaft is
cylindrical, and has been broken. above any hafting element.
Its iron endblade dates it to the protohistoric or early historic
period.

FIG. 8. Arrowheab

from theMackenzie valley.

Discussion

Boneand antler arrowheads essentiallyidenticaltothese
have been reported from several sites in the northern Yukon
and
Alaska,
including
Mo-Kut
(Morlan, 1973a:278-287,
295-2%), Rat.Indian Creek (LeBlanc,1983:318-321),and
Dixthada (Shinkw,in, 1979: 108-109). Common traits include
the plain, shouldered, conical tang, the small unilateral barbs,
the incised barb lines, and, in the case of the bluntarrowheads,
the lobate tip. Because of poor organic preservation, little is
known of bone and antler arrowheads in the southern Yukon
(Workman, 1978:331-337), but apparent differences include
the absence of barb lines, and a tendency towards placing a
single bal‘b well down from the tip. Even less is known of the
bone and antler points in Taltheitei, and their use is largely a
matter of inference (see Gordon, 1977:76). Even in the Mackenzievalley,thesesixspecimensallcomefromthe
area
north of Fort Good Hope, and are not necessarily characterisBlunt Awowheads
tic .of the whole region.
Three blunt arrowheads all come from the same site (Table
As well ashaving similarities inthenorthwest
interior,
6), and each exhibits a different style of .hafting element. The these arrowheads-resembleThule culture specimens from the
first specimen is damaged, but
has a closed, gouged socket
Eskimo area. Morlan(1973a:477-478; see also Campbell,
(Fig. 8,a). .It also has .a four-lobed tip, and is encircled by two
1%2:49) has stressed this observation for the Klo-Kut arrowincised lines. The second ( ~ g 8,b)
. has a bifurcated V-shaped
heads,using them, among other traits, to posit a Kutchin
socket. formed with a drill and whittling knife and .having a
origin in a ‘Brooks ,RangeInuit/Dene‘‘Arctic
Woodland
slight lashing bed near the end.It’hasa three-lobed tip, and has Culture” (cf. Giddings, 1952). Further workhasmadethis
been decorated with an encircling spiral line. The third blunt
suggestionlesstenable.WithintheDene
sphere, similar
arrowhead (Fig. 8,c)has a conical pointed tang like the barbed arrowheads. have now been found well outside the Kutchin
arrowheads, set below well-marked shoulders.The tip is again area, e.g. at Dixthada. Furthermore, as LeBlanc (1983:431)
three-lobed, and there are two encircling decorative lines.
points out, the resemblance is not an exact one, since the con-
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TABLE 6. Distribution of bone and antler artifacts in the Mackenzie valley
Blunt
Site
JcRwJa.
JcRw-3b
JIRi-I.
MbTb- 1
MbTc-1
MiTr-1
MiTu.1 .
MjTp- 1

TOTALS:

-

Mix.

BarbedlBladed

Beamers
Awls/Pins

Flesher

1

1
1

1

1

I

I

1.
2

3.

3

3

sistently small and unilateralbarbing of the interior Specimens
cannot be matched in Thule collections. The unadorned, plain
tangis another distinguishing characteristic; these occur' on
Thule culture arrowheads but are comparatively rare in comparison with spurred, ringed; and knobbed conical tangs (see
Morrison, 1983: 112-116).
Miscellaneous Weapon Points

Three apparent weapon tips are too fragmentary andtoo
poorly preserved to be further classed. One (Fig. 8,i) is made
ofbone.Ithas
a flat cross-sectionandtwo large opposite
barbs, a damaged tip, and a sawedhnapped proximal end.
Figure 8,h illustrates an antler weapon tip with.a single
notched barb, flanked by an incised line on-either face. The
cross-section is teardrop-shaped, with an edge above the barb
on the outer or barbed margin. It is dull enough that it could
probably only be the tip of a fish spear or harpoon. The final
specimen (Fig. 8,g) is a tip fragment from--alarge, biconvex,
sharp-edged, comparatively flat antler point. There are strong
scraping and gouging marks visible on bothfaces, along with
evidence of some.rodent gnawing. Both edges havebeen dulled just distal to the brokenend, probably for hafting. From its
size and comparative sharpness this specimen may be a spear
point.

4
3

1
1

3

15

3

1

24

HIDE-WORKING TOOLS

Beamers, or Two-Handed Scrapers

Two beamers were madeon caribou metapodials, split on the
sagittal plane, and with the condyles still intact
(Fig. 9, a-b). A
third (Fig. 9;c) was probably made on a moose metapodial,
judging from thesize. It lacks condyles, but was again split on
the sagittal plane.
Discussion

Two-handed beamers made on split metapodials are a common artifact throughout the north. However, as Morlan
(1973a:305)points out, beamers from coastal Eskimosites are
characteristically
split
on
the
coronal
plane
(see, e.g.,
McGhee, 1974:68; Stanford, 197655) whereas beamers from
the interior, including our Mackenzie valley specimens, have
been split sagittally (see also Shinkwin, 1979: 115; LeBlanc,
1983:321-322).
Flesher
A bone fleshing tool (Fig. 9,d) was made on the metapodial
of an immature moose. The distal endwas removed on an .oblique angle, and the.leading edge was then notched with seven
teeth. The shaft has been thinned and smoothed by whittling.

Discussion

LeBlanc(1983:322)hassuggested
that. end-of-the-bone
scrapers made on whole limb bones; such as this.one, represent a .technologicaladaptationtometal
tools, while prehistoricspecimens are madeonshaftsegments(see
also
Morlan, 1973a:307; Irving and Harington, 1973). There are,
however, no obvious file marks.
A d s and Pins

FIG. 9.

Hide-working tools from the Mackenzie valley.

Out of 24 specimens, only one is fine enough that .it may
represent a needle. It is broken, and has been slightly notched
on one sidejustabove the break. Two larger pins (Fig. 10, f-g).
are also slightlynotchedatthe
base, presumably to hold a
string; MacNeish (1.953:31) suggests they are pins a for a cupand-pingame.Two others are clearly ,powerful awls made
from moose splint.bones (Fig. 10,d). The-samplealso includes
a heavy antler point, crudely chopped at one end.and sharp.
e n d to a slightty spatulate tip at theother (Fig. 10;b). Gordon
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434438). Further removed but still related, atleast by the

Kavik point,is the Aishihik phase in thesouthwestYukon
(Derry, 1975; Workman, 1978). LeBlanc (1983) suggests that
theseassemblagesandphasesbegroupedintothesame
“technocomplex.”
The second major cultural entity is the less distinctive but
apparently more homogeneous Taltheilei(or Taltheilei Shale)
tradition, of which only the later phases are of concern here.
Taltheilei is distributedthroughouttheeastern
halfof the
Mackenzie District, much of interior Keewatin, and the northern fringe of the prairie provinces, and is perhaps best known
from eastern Great Slave Lake(Noble, 1971) and thestratified
MiGod site north of Dubawnt Lake(Gordon, 1976). Projectile
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notched;thedistinctiveKavikpointtype
is absent, asare
burins; copper is rare; and nothing, really, is known ofthe
bone andantler industry. Much of the restof the assemblage is
comprised of rather undiagnostic chipped stone tools which
have not yet been presented in analytical form. Tabular chithos are among
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specific
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Yukon/east Alaskan assemblages.
The Spence River phase shows a general relationship with
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the other. A few fairly detailed similarities with the Aishihik
phase have beennoted, including “Catan” or teardrop points,
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a common source. Detailed similarities with Dixthada and the
Klo-Kut phase seem largely limited to the bone and antler industry, and are difficult to evaluatewithoutgood
organic
preservation elsewhere. Even if they proved quite specific, the
similarities may still have relevance only to the northern end
of
the Mackenzie valley.
FollowingLeBlanc (1983), itissuggestedthattheterm
“technocomplex” rather than tradition be used to describe the
kind of cultural relationships apparent betweenthe Mackenzie
valley and areas to the east and west. A technocomplex has
been identifiedas “a group of cultures characterized by
assemblages sharing a polythetic range but differing specific
types of the same general families of artifact types, shared as
widely diffused and interlinked reponsesto common environment,economyandtechnology”
(Clarke, 1978:206). The
very vagueness of the term, I think, is a good reflectionof the
current status of archaeological data in the Mackenzie valley.
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